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New Studies of Spectacle and
Spectatorship in the United States:
An Introduction
Andrew M. Fearnley
1 Over the last two decades, scholars from across several fields and periods have taken a
renewed interest in spectacle and spectatorship. The trend has been evident among
those working on the United States, where it has gathered pace in recent years, and led
to a burst  of  new and innovative studies.  This special  issue,  which took shape at  a
workshop held  at  the  University  of  Manchester  in  2017,  convened to  discuss  these
currents, now attempts to draw some of them together for American Studies scholars
and those working on the history and culture of the US. 
2 The study of spectacle has of course long been established among scholars of theatre
and film, and art historians, given shape and force by Guy Debord’s polemical Society of
the Spectacle (1967), which presented “a society of images” as a new species of political
power and social organization. What is notable about this subject’s recent ascent is its
widening  scope,  its  embrace  by  literary  scholars,  and,  more  cautiously,  by  some
historians  and  political  scientists,  and,  especially  given  Debord’s  dismissal  of  that
tradition of “sociology which began, first in the United States,” its place within some
discussions of the US. This impulse, admittedly a modest and uneven one among all
Americanists, has nevertheless been perceptible in at least three bodies of scholarship,
including recent studies of US politics, urban life, and racial subjugation. 
3 While earlier academic discussions of spectacle understood it as an instance in which
the popular will  was enfeebled,  recent studies of  US political  culture have invested
“citizen  spectators”  with  agency.1 To  call  an  early  American  a  spectator,  the  art
historian Wendy Bellion argued in her study of eighteenth-century Philadelphia, was to
suggest “an individual moved by or motivated to action by looking,” with the spectacles
created  by  paintings  or  scientific  inventions  being  crucial  to  “citizen  formation.”2
Beyond galleries  and  salons,  many  antebellum Americans  encountered  spectacle  at
abolitionist meetings, through petitions and at plebeian demonstrations, which, as the
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literary  scholar  Jennifer  Greiman  has  shown,  “instituted  forms  of  association  and
belonging  that  implicated  spectators  in  what  they  watched,”  just  as  the  political
scientist  Jeffrey  Edward  Green  insists  that  in  the  highly  mediated  transactions  of
contemporary US politics,  “spectatorship is inscribed in the very nature of political
action itself.”3 Scholars of cities, especially, though not only, American ones, have long
found value in a language of spectacle and spectatorship, and, since the 1990s, have
coined several concepts—“slum spectacle,” “urban spectatorship”—to describe the new
cultural perspectives and experiences that these communities brought forth.4 One sign
that urban scholars continue to find this language useful lies in its periodic updating,
its application to discussions of postindustrial cities, and its adoption by those strains
of  contemporary  architecture  that  create  “urban  spectacle”  through  upscale
development.5 Interest in these concepts, though, has flourished most clearly in recent
years among scholars of race, who have used spectacle—to mean, as Debord intended,
“not a collection of images, but a social relation among people, mediated by images”—as a
framework  through  which  to  interrogate  racialized  violence,  particularly  lynching,
offering, in studies by Jacqueline Goldsby, Amy Louise Wood, and Debbie Lelekis, fresh
and sophisticated perspectives.6 
4 It is these features—of broadening interest, and growing use in academic discussions of
the US—that occasion this special issue of the European Journal of American Studies. Far
from attempting a definitive survey of the subject, the issue seeks to showcase the ways
in which some Americanists  have recently taken up these themes,  doing so from a
number of disciplinary perspectives. By ranging across two centuries, from roughly the
1770s to the 1970s, the six essays bring into view the differing intensities at which the
themes of “spectacle” and “spectatorship” have been present in US social and political
life. The issue affords us a platform, then, from which we can judge if, as one scholar
has  argued,  it  was  the  case  that  spectacle  held  “particular  significance  during  the
nineteenth  century,”  and  why  that  might  have  been  so.7 It  adds  weight  to  those
scholars  who have  tried  to  expand the  frameworks  of  spectacle  and spectatorship,
exploring how these concepts worked at sites such as the racetrack, the beach, and in
the  counterculture’s  psychedelic  periodicals.  In  their  own  way,  each  contributor
explores  the  conjunction  between  spectacle  and  spectatorship.  Is  this  relationship
linear,  or,  as  Amy  Louise  Wood  and  Andrew  Hannon’s  essays  indicate,  recursive?
Together they also help to make spectacle a less nebulous category of description and
analysis, teasing out the mechanics and stages of its creation and mediation: the bodies
lynched  in  Mississippi,  and the  photographs  of  them  that,  as  another  scholar  has
written,  also  “spectaculariz[ed]  white  supremacy”;  the  dusty  racetracks  of  the
antebellum South, and the lithographs they inspired, stoking and shaping a popular
wish  to  participate;  Santa  Monica’s  Muscle  Beach,  where  bodies  pranced  and
performed, and the refraction of that space in Life magazine and Hollywood films.8
5 All  of  the  contributors  offer  case  studies  that  historicize  specific  dimensions  of
spectacle  and  spectatorship  in  the  US. The  first  two  essays  track  spectacle  in  the
American South,  firstly  in  the city  of  Charleston,  South Carolina,  where,  as  Wendy
Bellion argues, a monument erected to the British statesman William Pitt the Elder in
the  late  eighteenth  century  was  tied  to  the  economy  of  Atlantic  slavery  and  its
hinterland of power. Bellion examines how this spectacle was produced, and the forms
of  governance  it  buttressed,  attending  to  the  artistic  decisions  and  the  material
environment in which the figure was placed for twenty-four years, and claiming for the
public realm what middling and wealthy Americans during these years asserted when,
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for instance, they hung maps in their drawing rooms as “ornaments” to impress others.
9 Three miles north of the Pitt statue, lay Charleston’s Washington Course, one of the
South’s  most  prominent  racetracks,  and,  as  Natalie  Zacek  argues,  a  site  at  which
antebellum southerners fashioned themselves “as spectators not merely of sport, but of
spectacle itself.” While the language of spectacle has featured prominently in academic
studies  of  US  sports—one  thinks  of  Michael  Oriard’s  characterization  of  college
football’s  transformation  as  the  creation  of  an  “American  spectacle”—Zacek  argues
that, in the South, the racetrack offered a “broader category of spectacle,” an emergent
and unique public setting where, as with Gilded Age New York, an impulse “to see and
be seen” arose from new social  and cultural  configurations.10 To adapt  C.A.  Bayly’s
observation about modernity, being a spectator seems first to involve the recognition
that you are one.11
6 What kinds of spectators were imagined and addressed by certain photographic and
filmic traditions is the question that courses through the essays by Amy Louise Wood
and  Molly  Geidel.  Wood  recovers  the  history  of  one  gruesome  photograph,  of  a
lynching  in  Mississippi  in  1937,  through  its  publication  in  Life  magazine,  its
reproduction in popular catalogues, and its role as muse within a 1986 artistic work, to
show how different modes of display and curation can produce varied responses among
spectators, some of whom are moved to action by what they see. Wood is drawn to the
ways  in  which  the  historicity  of  lynching  imagery  is  often  erased  (all  lynching
photographs being characterized as interchangeable, universal symbols), not always by
the forces of oppression, and crafts a framework that attends to this imagery’s dual
temporality—as evidence of past crimes needing redress, and as prompts to reflect on
present-day  images  of  racial  violence.12 Development  documentary  films  that  US
studios  made  between  the  1940s  and  late  1960s  similarly  envisaged  two  types  of
temporally-arranged spectators—those in the developing world, whom they sought to
instruct,  and those in the US,  mainly school  children,  whose support  they coveted.
While recent scholarship on television in the early Cold War years has revealed how
some  executives  used  the  medium  to  cultivate  certain  types  of  political  subjects,
Geidel’s  essay  carries  us  further,  arguing  that  filmmakers  and  political  advisors
regarded spectatorship as integral to America’s modernization project. Development
films were not only projections of US power and ideals, though they were that, but an
apparatus that engaged viewers, training them to become modern subjects, informed
and yet  in  thrall  to  the  perspective  of  the  filmmaker.13 In  presenting  “the  idea  of
development  as  spectatorship,”  Geidel  offers  us  another  way  to  think  about  the
strategic uses of  spectacle,  as political  scientist  Michael Rogin has done,  within the
arsenal of America’s post-modern empire.14
7 The geography and transmission of  spectacle  in  the  postwar  US and Europe is  the
subject of Elsa Devienne’s and Andrew Hannon’s essays. While the “California Look”
was, as Devienne shows, largely the creation of mid-century Hollywood studios, it arose
from  a  more  complex  spectacle  which  had  developed  four  decades  earlier,  on  the
beaches and shores of southern California. Only by examining these prior spaces as
“sites of spectacle,” Devienne argues, is it possible to appreciate how a set of practices
bodily regimes and styles became woven into Los Angeles’ social fabric. If, in the 1950s,
film elevated this  regional  phenomenon into a  major national  trope,  in subsequent
years, as Hannon shows in his essay, it was mass circulation magazines that energized
an international audience of radicals.15 Taking coverage of San Francisco’s hippies in
Life  and Time magazines as examples of  recuperation,  or attempts to neutralize the
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radicalism  of  America’s  counterculture,  Hannon  shows  how  some  London-based
readers  nevertheless  read  rebellion  into  those  scornful  stories.  Some  artists  were
inspired to set up OZ magazine, groups such as the Hyde Park Diggers, and, in turn, to
build  a  toolkit—of  satirical  writing,  street  theatre,  communes,  and  activism—that
claimed spectacle for the avant-garde and for activists. Through his archival research,
Hannon recovers a network of activists and artists, from San Francisco to London, who
took up ideas theorized in Paris, and used them to turn spectacle from being a source of
distraction into inspiring acts of engagement and social critique. 
8 Several themes span the issue, though two are conspicuous and interrelated. The first
concerns  the  variety  of  spectators  that  commentators  and  producers  engaged,  a
function of a general move to recover a plurality of  spectacles against the singular
formation conjured by Debord. Bellion notes the “divergent audiences” that gazed at
Pitt’s statue, and its sculptor’s awareness of “the knowledgeable spectator,” attentive
to his work’s detail and allegory, while Geidel refers to the “sophisticated spectators”
whom, by the early  1960s,  some directors  of  development films addressed in  more
playful ways. This attention to varied spectator positions is also a tributary to the role
that  spectacle  has  played  in  US  racial  formations,  in  creating  and  maintaining
boundaries between white and black. Here Pitt’s statue is described as a “spectacle of
whiteness,” paid for from the proceeds of Atlantic slavery; Los Angeles beaches, and
popular  treatments  of  the  “California  Look,”  manufactured  a  “white  spectacle,”  by
restricting or, in the case of Hollywood portrayals, erasing the bodies of Hawaiians,
Latinos, and African Americans. Lynching photographs were not only representations
but also instruments of violence, and by showing them as the ur-imagery of US racial
oppression  Wood’s  essay  implicitly  makes  clear  the  need  to  examine  the  other
frequencies  at  which  spectacle  has  served  racial  divisions—the  southern  police
commissioners keen to have whites see their “dogs work” on civil rights activists, as
well  as  the  few  images  of  Jim  Crow  signs,  which,  one  scholar  argues,  “weren’t
spectacular  or  exceptional  enough.”16 What  correspondence  these  histories  have  to
spectacle’s role in buttressing contemporary US regimes of terror and domination also
warrants further examination.17
9 We should not exaggerate the recent interest that Americanists have shown in these
concepts,  which, in some quarters,  remain a shadowy presence, and certainly not a
“stock phrase” of all  fields.18 Indeed, despite its  blaring place in earlier critiques of
consumerism, spectacle has been muted within recent studies of US capitalism, as it
remains in this issue, mentioned only briefly, or as a facet of a clutch of recent studies.19
In fact spectacle only really continues to function as a tool for thinking about advanced
capitalism in neighboring fields, such as media and film studies, a fact no doubt related
to Debord’s downgrading, here and more broadly, to historical actor (for instance, in
Hannon’s  article)  rather  than  interlocutor.20 Yet  scholars  of  the  US  have  shown  a
persistent interest in spectacle and spectatorship, and in some quarters there has been
a blossoming of attention to such concepts, which, in contrast to earlier, have started
to leach into new fields and subjects. The six essays gathered in this issue, alongside the
works cited in this introduction, suggest that there remains much to be learned from
renewed application, adaptation, and testing of such concepts and approaches.
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1. Popular  accounts  tend  to  maintain  the  older  usage;  see  Chris  Hedges,  Empire  of
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